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Abstract:
With the increasing spread of the social web, identifying emotions in texts has proved to
have various applications in fields like opinion mining or market analysis. Emotion recognition
from written statements does not only reveal information about the person who wrote them, but can
also be used in predicting how the emotional state of the readers can be affected. We propose a
novel automatic method for analyzing texts that predicts how reading a news article can influence in
turn the emotional state of the reader. This method integrates several word-count approaches and
natural language processing techniques, such as Latent Semantic Analysis. Moreover, our
implemented system contains a module designed to personalize the provided feedback according to
the reader’s current emotional state. A preliminary validation has been performed and results are
promising.
Keywords: automatic evaluation of news articles, emotional state, Latent Semantic Analysis
1. Introduction
Emotions play an important role in our lives as they can be identified in various contexts
(e.g., arguing with someone, reading an article, receiving or giving bad news). Usually, emotions
can be easily identified when analyzing body language or voice features (tone, rhythm, frequency).
On the contrary, a particular case is when none of the previous cues are valid, as the persons
involved are not present face-to-face or not even able to communicate verbally, but only through
written communication. We will focus on this situation and analyze how a news article can
influence the emotional state of the person reading it.
The system we built, Emo2 (Emotions Monitor) [9], was implemented in two phases.
Firstly, we enforced a context independent approach that predicted the emotional state by evaluating
the content and the title of a news article using different natural language processing techniques.
Afterwards, we added a second stage of analysis (results personalization), based on the current
emotional state of the user who is reading the news articles. In comparison to the first release of the
system [9], the number of considered articles increased dramatically and a multitude of fine-tunes
were performed in order to increase the system’s precision. Also, another validation was performed
in order to verify the validity of the results.
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The remainder of the paper presents similar work, the system’s architecture and details about
the actual evaluation steps. The last two sections are focused on the presentation of results and
conclusions.
2. Related Work
A similar approach - UA-ZBSA” [10] - tries to classify a set of news headlines into six types
of emotions: “anger”, “disgust”, “fear”, ”joy”, ”sadness”, ”surprise” using the idea that “words
which tend to co-occur across many documents with a given emotion are highly probable to express
that emotion”. From a different point of view, UPAR7 [11] focused on analyzing news articles
based on the idea that in a news title all the words can express emotions; therefore, the goal is to
identify the main topic within the title.
Furthermore, research was conducted to determine the emotional state of the person who
wrote an article. For example, a study was made on blog articles and revealed that angry authors
tend to use negative words while joyful ones used more positive words [5]. Other experimental
scenarios used blogs where the authors themselves tag an article with their emotional states as
baselines in evaluating the system’s performance [6].
A more recent approach is SenticNet [12, 13] whose aim is to make conceptual and affective
information expressed in natural language more easily accessible even to machines, by enforcing a
multi-dimensional hierarchy consisting of a multitude of emotional states with different strengths.
3. Overview of the Architecture
The system’s architecture is presented in Fig. 1. The “Current emotional state” module was
introduced in the second phase of development and covers the feedback personalization, while all
the others tend to focus on identifying the potential emotional state induced by the article, as
expressed from the author’s point of view.
The system’s processing can be divided in 2 steps. Firstly, we perform an objective analysis
in the “Core evaluation” module; then, the obtained results are personalized in the “Estimate
induced emotional state” module, using input from “Current emotional state” that provides the
estimation of the user’s state. As it can be observed from Figure 1, the “Core evaluation” module
has multiple inputs consisting of the enriched Affective Norms for English Words (ANEW)
database [1], a pre-trained Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [2] semantic vector space, a corpus of
articles that express a dominant emotional state (also called “pure”) and the actual article to be
evaluated.

Figure 1. Emo2’s Architecture
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The ANEW database (containing around 1,000 terms) has a special influence on our system
because it gives the scales on which the final results are expressed upon. Furthermore, it contains for
each concept 3 dimensions that entangle its potentially induced emotional state (Happy/Unhappy,
Calm/ Excited and Controlled/In-Control). The first (affective) and second (arousal) dimensions are
considered to form the core emotional state, while the third (dominance) is less strongly related [8].
The Happy/Unhappy axis expresses the presence or absence of a feeling of content, joyfulness. The
Calm/Excited dimension shows if a person reading the article is interested in reading more about
that news, or might be interested in similar topics. The last dimension shows if the reader feels that
he/she is controlled by the information described in the article, or if he/she controls the situation.
The news articles from our experiments were either directly extracted from RSS feeds or
crawled from CNN.com using Apache Nutch (http://nutch.apache.org/) with 2 enforced filters.
Firstly, a limit of 1 MB was set because many pages had to be ignored due to a large amount of
irrelevant content (pictures, links, metadata) and we only extracted the tags corresponding to the
title and content. Secondly, a regex was used to limit the crawled domain to general news, extracted
from the international version of CNN available at http://edition.cnn.com. In the end, a corpus of
around 15,000 articles was built.
Moreover, the objective analysis was further split into two steps: 1/ semantic similarity
between the contents of articles and the documents used as a baseline (expressing a pure emotional
state) by means of LSA and 2/ mining key concepts. The “Current emotional state” module uses a
questionnaire and a set of 5 similar articles that are evaluated at startup by a reader in order to
determine his potential emotional state when reading a news.
4. Context-Independent Evaluation
The context-independent approach contains two dimensions: 1/ an analysis of an article in
comparison with the baseline (documents that express a pure emotional state), therefore a semantic
approach, and 2/ a key concepts mining process that takes into account the values from the enriched
ANEW database, in other words a lexical approach. The documents used as baseline (10 documents
per each state) were chosen from general interest news so they could express various emotions.
Also, they imply a pure and powerful emotional state. Below is an example of a text expressing a
pure state of happiness:
“I visited Egypt last year what an amazing place the food the people seeing the pyramids the
mosques the museums it was a magical trip the people there are so friendly it was a tour that I did
with other people from all over the world we also did a cruise on the Nile river which was amazing I
have been a lot of places but Egypt was one of my favorites what an amazing sight to be in the hotel
pool and to see the pyramids in the background”.
Semantic similarity between documents is computed using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
[2] through the cosine measure between the vector representations of concepts or documents within
the semantic space. In order to best fit the specificity of the analysis, the LSA vector space was
trained on a large corpus of news articles using the Reuters newswire from 1987, available online at
http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/reuters21578/reuters21578.html. Moreover, LSA has proven to have
a similar behavior to human evaluators, so we considered using it to enrich the initial set of concepts
from the ANEW database that were experimentally determined through questionnaires. As
drawback, LSA is based on a “bag of words” approach [3], meaning that the actual word order or
the grammatical structure of a sentence is not taken into account.
In order to address the second approach, focused on key concepts mining, the ANEW
database was enriched in 2 steps. Firstly, synonyms for each concept are determined using synsets
from WordNet [7], and only the ones stored in the ANEW database are considered to be relevant (if
their emotional value is known). Nevertheless, WordNet has a major limitation as it focuses on strict
relations between common words having the same corresponding part of speech, so it cannot be
used alone as a method to enrich data based on the similarity between concepts. By referring solely
to the synonymy relationships from WordNet, the values for a new concept are computed using a
weighted mean of the values of its synonyms. Secondly, LSA is also used to determine the closest
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concepts from within the enriched database in order to express the valences for a new concept
through co-occurrence induced relationships. The actual number of closest concepts from within the
pre-trained LSA space considered for expressing the valence of a new word was determined
experimentally and, after multiple iterations, we opted to choose the three most dominant and
similar concepts.
The overall valences of each sentence are determined as the normalized sum of valences of
contained words. Afterwards, the individual results for each article are computed using Equation 1
that gives a greater value to the concepts from the title, rather to the ones from the contents of the
article. Since we are dealing with rather short articles whose titles are most often suggestive, we
considered that the title is designed to attract the potential users’ attention, so it conveys more
valuable information than the actual content of the article.
!"#$%!"#!!"#!$%&' = ! ∗ !"#$%&'$(% + 1 − ! !"#$%#$&'()% (1)
ContentValue and TitleValue contain key-concepts valences, with all concepts having the
same importance. p was determined experimentally by using increments of 0.05 within the range
[0.55; 0.9] and 0.6 proved to be the best alternative for weighting the message in terms of the title,
while considering the overall mood induced by the content.
The final results for the context-independent approach are obtained by using Equation 2 that
augments the importance of the values obtained through key concepts mining, as the semantic
approach is limited by the bag of word approach from LSA:
!"#$%&'()%* = ! ∗ !"#$%!"#!!"#!$%&' + 1 − ! !"#$%!!"#$%&'()*"+#! (2)
The value of p was determined experimentally using values from [0.55; 0.9] and was set to
0.65.
5. Results Personalization
This second phase is used to adapt and personalize the previous results from the context
independent evaluation based on the estimation of the current emotional state of the person reading
the article. For example, a person who is unhappy tends to be more affected by sad news than
someone who is already happy. Also, another factor that proved to be relevant is geo-localization, as
people directly involved in the presented situation will be more influenced by it (for example if an
accident took place nearby the user’s current location). From a more general perspective, the effects
of reading a news article are also inter-linked with the reader’s psychological traits and further
experiments will try to take into consideration more dimensions that impact the estimation of the
reader’s emotional state.
Taking into account the previous observations, a user must evaluate 5 news articles (see
Figure 2) chosen to be as similar as possible in terms of LSA similarity to the news displayed in the
end. In other words, for visualizing the main news that will be displayed to the user and their
corresponding valence estimations, s/he must beforehand evaluate the top five most similar articles
from the corpus.
Additionally, in order to fine-tune even further the displayed results, the user must introduce
the continent where he/she lives in. The concepts from the news are analyzed with a geolocalization API (GeoNames - http://www.geonames.org/) that gives access to over 8 million
toponyms (various kinds of geographical concepts: countries, cities, continents etc.) and to functions
to retrieve the connections between them.
Afterwards, our system determines whether the article refers to a location or event from the
continent introduced by the user. In case of a positive result, the values for an article are modified so
the ones greater than the median value are augmented, while the others are decreased.
!".!"!!"#"$%&'!!"!"!!"#$%&'!!"!!"#! ! !!!"#$%#&#$
!"#$%&'" = !"#$%"&' 1 ±
(3)
!".!"!!""!!"#"$%&'!!"#$!!"#$%&'
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Figure 2. Graphical interface for the initial assessment of articles later used in the
personalization step
6. User Interface and Results
An output sample for a given news article is displayed in Figure 3. The 3 dimensions are
each represented as a progress bar positioned between the two images of the corresponding pure
emotional states.
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Figure 3. Graphical interface providing feedback on a specific article
We have also opted for presenting the results as a radar graph that introduces the valences
for each dimension. Only the dominant subcomponent for each axis is presented on a [0; 4] scale
(for example, in Figure 4 we have an article with sad = 3, excited = 1 and in-control = 2).
The results were validated by performing a comparison with the values obtained from a
survey conducted on 10 participants from different backgrounds (educational science and computer
science). The survey simulated the interaction of a user with the application: firstly, each person was
asked to assess 5 news articles that were automatically evaluated to be the closest ones from the
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corpus, to the ones that were later on presented to the user; afterwards, the user provided details
about his/her geographical location and was asked to manually annotate 10 news articles on the 3
dimensions.
A preliminary drawback of our method was highlighted from the evaluation of the latest
article (the 10th) whose semantic similarities with all the documents from our corpus were low (less
than 0.1). In this context, this induced noise within our initial assessment, as correlations were rather
low (less than 0.2). After eliminating this article from the evaluation based on objective reasons, as
it covered different topics from the ones contained within our “pure” emotional documents, the
results dramatically improved. Nevertheless this can be considered a positive aspect, as this
exception within the evaluation corpus clearly showed means of improvement of the analysis and a
clear indicator when the evaluation is prone to noise (the semantic similarity is below a minimum
threshold).
While considering only 9 news articles for the context independent evaluation, correlations
were computed between the automatic valences determined by our system and the mean valences of
all evaluators. The reason why these computations were performed resides in the fact that multiple
perspectives from different users converge to the overall induced emotional state. The Pearson
correlations are as follows: raffective=.44, rarousal=.42 and rdominance=.47.
For the second phase that presumes the personalization of results, the initial 5 news articles
were used to adapt the results for the latter 9 articles. In this case we have opted to perform a
correlation for each user between his/her personalized scores and the manual annotations. In order to
better grasp the results, the mean and standard deviation for each dimension were determined:
µ(raffective)=.49, σ(raffective)=.28, µ(rarousal)=.16, σ(rarousal)=.17, and µ(rdominance)=.36, σ(rdominance)=.31.
There are some situations where the second approach has significantly inaccurate results compared
to the context-independent approach. A possible explanation is the subjectivity of the evaluators
participating at the survey or the misunderstanding of the interpretation of the arousal and
dominance dimensions that are harder to grasp in terms of affect estimations. Moreover, by
considering the underlying computations, another plausible explanation takes into account that the
news from the initial questionnaire were not similar enough to the ones from the results, so the
algorithm was misguided and, instead of adjusting the values, it modifies them incorrectly.
7. Conclusions
We have implemented an automatic system that predicts how a person is affected by reading
a news article and preliminary validation results, despite the intrinsic subjectivity of the task at hand,
are encouraging. We firstly focused on the modules that compute an objective, context-independent
value for a news article and then we developed a personalization module that adapts the results
according to the emotional state of the person when reading the article. Several natural language
techniques, with emphasis on Latent Semantic Analysis, were integrated within our approach.
Moreover, based on the conducted survey we have identified exceptions that needed to be addressed
and means of improving the overall results.
As future research, we intend to conduct more surveys in order to have more feedback and
also to add a trust management module to make sure the validation of the system’s results is done
adequately. For example, if a user rates two similar news very differently (on purpose), the results
will not be relevant as the system’s logic is based on how similar news are evaluated. Also, not only
the results might not be relevant, but also less accurate than without the personalization module.
This can create the false impression that the system is faulty and our aim is to limit as much as
possible this side effect. Also, we consider that increasing the corpus of “pure” emotional
documents can lead to more accurate results, as they are considered a baseline in our analysis.
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